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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Semaglutide is a glucagon-like
peptide-1 (GLP-1) analog approved for the once-
weekly treatment of type 2 diabetes. The
objective of this 16-week, double-blind, single-
center thorough QT study was to confirm that
semaglutide treatment does not prolong cardiac
repolarization versus placebo. Prolongation of
the QT interval is a biomarker for ventricular
tachyarrhythmia.

Methods: In a parallel design, 168 healthy
subjects were randomized to the treatment or
placebo arms, of whom 166 were treated with
subcutaneous semaglutide (N = 83; escalated to
a supratherapeutic dose of 1.5 mg) or placebo
(N = 83). The subjects (60% males) had a mean
age of 38.2 years and body mass index of 25.1
kg/m2. To assess QT assay sensitivity, subjects in
the placebo group received a single 400 mg
moxifloxacin dose as positive control, and pla-
cebo in a crossover fashion. The primary end-
point was the time-matched change from
baseline in QT interval corrected individually
for heart rate (DQTcI), calculated from 11 elec-
trocardiogram recordings from 0 to 48 h after
the last 1.5 mg dose. Similar assessments were
made for the therapeutic 0.5 and 1.0 mg
semaglutide dose levels.
Results: No QTcI prolongation occurred with
any semaglutide dose; the upper limits of two-
sided 90% confidence intervals of the placebo-
subtracted DQTcI were\10 ms at all doses and
time points. Exposure–response analysis
showed no dependence of QTcI on semaglutide
concentration. QT assay sensitivity was con-
firmed. The semaglutide safety profile was sim-
ilar to that of other GLP-1 receptor agonists.
Conclusion: Based on investigations of QT/
QTc, no concern with regard to ventricular
arrhythmias was raised as semaglutide did not
prolong the cardiac repolarization duration in
healthy subjects.
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INTRODUCTION

Semaglutide is a glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-
1) analog approved for the once-weekly treat-
ment of type 2 diabetes. Semaglutide has 94%
amino acid homology with native GLP-1, with
structural modifications which include amino
acid substitutions at position 8 (alanine to
alpha-aminoisobutyric acid) and 34 (lysine to
arginine), as well as acylation of the lysine at
position 26 with a spacer and a C-18 fatty diacid
chain [1–3]. The substitution at position 8
makes semaglutide less susceptible to degrada-
tion by dipeptidyl peptidase-4 (DPP-4), whereas
improved albumin binding is facilitated
through the lysine acylation and fatty diacid
side chain [3]. Overall, these modifications
extend the half-life of semaglutide to approxi-
mately 1 week, making it suitable for once-
weekly subcutaneous administration. The ther-
apeutic maintenance doses are 0.5 and 1.0 mg
[1, 2].

The QT interval, measured in milliseconds
from the start of the QRS complex to the end of
the T wave on a body surface electrocardiogram
(ECG), represents the duration of electrical
depolarization and repolarization of the ven-
tricular myocardium [4]. Prolongation of the QT
interval is a biomarker for ventricular tach-
yarrhythmia, such as Torsade de Pointes, and is
regarded as a risk factor for sudden cardiac
death [5]. Some drugs are known to influence
ion channels in cardiac cells, causing a delay in
cardiac repolarization [6, 7]. For this reason, it is
a regulatory requirement to test for prolonga-
tion of the QT interval for most new drugs with
systemic exposure [8, 9]. No prolongation of the
QT interval has been observed previously for
GLP-1 receptor agonists (GLP-1RAs) [10–12].

The trial reported here was conducted during
the clinical development program to investigate

the potential of semaglutide, at steady-state
therapeutic and supratherapeutic doses, to pro-
long the QT or corrected QT (QTc) interval in
healthy subjects in a thorough QT/QTc study
setting.

METHODS

Trial Conduct and Population

This clinical pharmacology trial was conducted
at a single clinical research site in Germany
(PAREXEL International GmbH, Berlin, Ger-
many) and was registered at ClinicalTrials.gov
(identifier: NCT 02064348).

Healthy male and female subjects aged
between 18 and 55 years with a body mass
index (BMI) of 20–30 kg/m2 and body weight of
60–110 kg were eligible to participate in the
trial. Subjects were to be in good health on the
basis of medical history, physical examination
and routine clinical laboratory data, including
ECG. Key exclusion criteria included: (1) known
or suspected hypersensitivity to trial products or
ECG electrodes; (2) participation in another
clinical trial 90 days before screening; (3) a QTcF
interval (the Fridericia heart rate [HR] corrected
interval) [13] of [ 450 ms; (4) hypotension
(systolic blood pressure [SBP] of\ 90 mmHg or
diastolic BP [DBP] of\ 50 mmHg) or hyperten-
sion (SBP[ 140 mmHg or DBP[ 90 mmHg) or
HR of\ 50 beats per minute (bpm)
or[90 bpm; (5) a history of seizures, epilepsy,
syncope, cardiac arrest, cardiac arrhythmia or
Torsade de Pointes, atrioventricular block or
structural heart disease; (6) a family history of
long QT syndrome; (7) a family history of sud-
den cardiac death.

Trial Design and Treatment

This was a randomized, double-blind and pla-
cebo-controlled parallel trial. A parallel design
was chosen in favor of a crossover design
because of the inherent properties of semaglu-
tide (long half-life and the need for gradual dose
escalation to mitigate gastrointestinal adverse
events). According to the regulatory guidelines
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[8, 9, 14], a supratherapeutic dose level should
be tested. Therefore, to obtain the intended
supratherapeutic dose of 1.5 mg for semaglu-
tide, dose escalation was performed every
4 weeks (0.25, 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 mg). As a conse-
quence, a crossover design would have pro-
longed the trial duration considerably,
increasing the risk of greater variability of the
QT measurements.

The trial design is shown in Fig. 1. Subjects
were randomized to treatment with either
semaglutide (Arm 1) or placebo (Arm 2). In
addition, a single oral dose of 400 mg moxi-
floxacin (Avelox�) was given as a positive con-
trol to assess the sensitivity of the QT assay. This
was done in a nested crossover design for only
the placebo-treated subjects in order to reduce
the number of subjects receiving the positive
control [15] and to avoid interaction with
semaglutide. Thus, the placebo treatment arm
was further divided into two subgroups (Arms
2A and 2B). The single dose of moxifloxacin or
moxifloxacin–placebo was administered before
and after the treatment with placebo. To keep
the investigators and the study subjects blinded,
the semaglutide-treated subjects in Arm 1

received moxifloxacin–placebo both before and
after the semaglutide treatment.

Treatment allocation took place at the trial
site according to a randomization list in a 2:1:1
manner: Arm 1 subjects received semaglutide,
and moxifloxacin–placebo both before and after
the semaglutide treatment; Arm 2A subjects
received placebo, and moxifloxacin before and
moxifloxacin–placebo after the placebo treat-
ment; Arm 2B subjects received placebo, and
moxifloxacin–placebo before and moxifloxacin
after the placebo treatment.

Semaglutide (Novo Nordisk A/S, Bagsværd,
Denmark) or placebo doses were injected sub-
cutaneously once weekly. The initial dose was
0.25 mg for 4 weeks, which was ultimately
escalated to a supratherapeutic 1.5 mg dose for
4 weeks via steps of 0.5 mg and 1.0 mg doses for
4 weeks, respectively. In total, the treatment
duration was 16 weeks, followed by a 5- to
7-week follow-up period. To ensure compliance,
the first and the last dose of each dose level and
all injections of the highest 1.5 mg dose were
administered at the trial site. The remaining
injections were self-administered at home.

Fig. 1 Trial design. ECG Electrocardiogram, PK pharmacokinetics
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Due to slightly differing appearances, the
dose of moxifloxacin or moxifloxacin–placebo
was administered orally by an independent
person who was not blinded to treatment and
not otherwise involved in the trial. The inves-
tigator, subjects, ECG core laboratory and
sponsor personnel remained blinded through-
out the trial.

Endpoints Related to QT,
Pharmacokinetics and Safety

The primary objective of the trial was to confirm
that treatment with a once-weekly suprathera-
peutic dose of semaglutide 1.5 mg at steady
state does not result in an unacceptable prolon-
gation in cardiac repolarization compared with
placebo. The primary endpoint was the time-
matched change from baseline in the individ-
ual-specific QT interval corrected individually
for HR (DQTcI). This was calculated from 11
ECG recordings after the last 1.5 mg dose at all
measured time points: before dosing and at 12,
18, 24, 25, 26, 27, 30, 36, 42 and 48 h after
dosing. These time points were selected due to
the long half-life of semaglutide of approxi-
mately 1 week [1, 2]. If the upper limit of the
two-sided 90% confidence interval (CI) (equiv-
alent to the upper limit of a one-sided 95% CI)
of the mean placebo-subtracted DQTcI (DDQTcI)
for semaglutide 1.5 mg was\ 10 ms at all time
points studied, it was confirmed that there was
no unacceptable prolongation of the QT inter-
val. Similar assessments were made at steady
state for the 0.5 and 1.0 mg dose levels of
semaglutide as secondary endpoints.

For evaluation of the sensitivity of the QT
assay with a single dose of moxifloxacin as
positive control, ECG recordings were evaluated
at eight time points: before dosing and at 1, 2, 3,
6, 12, 18 and 24 h after dosing. As confirmatory
endpoints for assay sensitivity, the QTcI based
on the ECG recordings obtained at 3 and 6 h
after dosing were used, based on the well-
known pharmacokinetic profile of moxifloxacin
[16]. Supportive secondary endpoints were the
QTcI based on ECG recordings obtained at the
remaining five post-dose time points. Assay
sensitivity was confirmed if the lower limit of

the one-sided 95% CI of the mean placebo-
subtracted QTcI for moxifloxacin was above
5 ms for at least one of the two confirmatory
time points [8, 9, 14].

To further explore the possible influences of
semaglutide on the cardiac conduction system,
we included the following supportive secondary
endpoints: the uncorrected QT interval, QTcL
(the linear regression HR-corrected QT interval),
QTcF [13] and QTcB (Bazett’s corrected QT
interval) [17]. Other ECG parameters included
HR, the PR interval and QRS complex duration.
All parameters were based on ECG recordings
obtained at 11 time points from before dosing
to 48 h after the last doses of semaglutide and
placebo at the 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 mg dose levels.

In addition to assessing the central tendency
analyses of ECG parameters, we also examined
the occurrence of outliers. QTc outliers were
defined as a QTc interval longer than 450, 480
or 500 ms and as increases from baseline of
more than 30 or 60 ms. HR outliers were defined
as values of\50 bpm or[100 bpm. PR interval
outlier thresholds were defined as values of [
220 ms and/or changes from baseline of[25%.
QRS complex outliers were defined as occur-
rences of absolute QRS duration of [ 110 ms
and/or changes from baseline of [ 25%. End-
points for the evaluation of T and U wave
abnormalities, identified by the cardiologist,
were also included in the assessment.

The pharmacokinetics of semaglutide were
assessed at steady state of each dose level using
the following endpoints: the area under the
semaglutide concentration–time curve from
time zero to 48 and 168 h (AUC0–48h and
AUC0-168h, respectively), maximum plasma
concentration (Cmax), time to Cmax (tmax) and
trough plasma concentrations (Ctrough). Dose
proportionality of semaglutide was assessed by
the endpoints AUC0–48h, AUC0–168h and Cmax.

An exposure–response analysis was done in
which the association between baseline-ad-
justed and placebo-corrected QTcI of semaglu-
tide dose levels of 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 mg at steady
state and the corresponding semaglutide plasma
concentrations was investigated.

The following endpoints completed the
assessment of the safety and tolerability of
semaglutide: the incidence of adverse events
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(AEs) and hypoglycemic events; the occurrence
of positive anti-semaglutide antibodies at fol-
low-up; changes from baseline to follow-up in
the following: hematology, biochemistry and
urinalysis parameters, calcitonin concentra-
tions, vital signs, ECG findings, physical exam-
ination, body weight and fasting plasma
glucose. AEs were recorded from randomization
to the end of the follow-up period.

QTc Corrections for HR

The QT interval is influenced by many factors,
including HR, and several methodologies have
been developed to adequately correct for HR
and its changes [4, 7]. While Bazett’s method is
still the most widely used method in clinical
practice [17, 18], there is evidence to support
that, due to inter-individual variability, HR
correction is best estimated for each individual
[7]. As GLP-1RAs are known to increase the HR
[19], in the trial reported here, four correction
methods for HR were applied: the individual
exponential, the linear regression, Fridericia’s
[13], and Bazett’s, as outlined below [17]. The
uncorrected QT interval was also evaluated.
(1) The individual exponential correction was

used for the primary endpoint. The correc-
tion was calculated using QTcI = QT/RRb,
where RR denotes the RR interval. The
coefficient b for each subject was derived
by fitting all baseline recordings in a model
of the form logQTij = ai ?bilogRRij ? eij,
where QTij denotes the QT value for subject
i recording j.

(2) The linear regression correction was calcu-
lated using QTcL = QT - c(1-RR), where
the coefficient c was determined using
linear regression on all baseline recordings
in a model of the form QTk = a ? c
(1-RRk) ? ek. QTk denotes the QT value for
recording k (across all subjects).

(3) Fridericia’s correction (QTcF) was calcu-
lated using QT/RR1/3.

(4) Bazett’s correction (QTcB) was calculated
using QT/RR1/2.

ECG Recording and Evaluation

Electrocardiograms were recorded using con-
tinuous digital 12-lead Holter devices (model
CM 3000-12; GETEMED Medizin und Informa-
tionstechnik AG, Teltow, Berlin, Germany) and
a modified Einthoven-Goldberger lead system
(the Mason-Likar lead system) [20]. ECG
recording periods had a duration of 48 h at each
visit (Fig. 1) and occurred at week 0 (baseline),
week 7 (last week of the 0.5 mg dose period),
week 11 (last week of the 1.0 mg dose period)
and week 15 (last week of the 1.5 mg dose per-
iod). In addition, at weeks 0 and 15, the 48-h
ECG period was extended by 24 h after the
administration of moxifloxacin or moxi-
floxacin–placebo in each arm. At each of the
predefined time points before and after admin-
istration of the treatment, each subject had to
lie down in a supine position to achieve that
individual’s resting HR. At each time point,
standard 10-s triplicate ECGs were extracted
from the continuous recordings within a 2-min
period. These extractions were done shortly
prior to the blood draws used for the pharma-
cokinetic evaluation and were assessed at a
central core laboratory where also the mea-
surement and cardiologist evaluation took
place. The primary cardiac intervals (QT, PR,
QRS and RR) were measured semi-automatically
for each ECG in four, if possible, consecutive
complexes, in the same lead (primary lead II)
within each subject. A board-certified cardiolo-
gist evaluated one randomly selected ECG at
each time point and assessed the appearance of
abnormal findings, including the occurrence of
T and U wave abnormalities. For the statistical
evaluation of the intervals, the means over all
evaluable single-complex values for each tripli-
cate ECG measurement were calculated.

Bioanalytical Methods

Plasma semaglutide concentrations were ana-
lyzed as previously reported using liquid chro-
matography with tandem mass spectrometry
(Celerion Inc., Fehraltorf, Switzerland), with a
lower limit of quantification for semaglutide of
0.729 nmol/L [1].
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Statistical Analyses

The sample size was calculated to achieve 80%
overall power for establishing that the upper
limits of the standard one-sided 95% CIs for the
11 comparisons between semaglutide 1.5 mg
and placebo in the first 48 h after dosing were\
10 ms. A sample size based on 80% overall
power, a standard deviation (SD) of 11 ms and a
true unobserved treatment difference between
semaglutide and placebo of 3 ms, based on a
previous trial [12], was considered to be suffi-
cient to evaluate the primary objective. A total
sample size of 168 subjects was selected to
ensure 140 subjects completing the trial and
assuming a drop-out rate of approximately 16%.

The primary endpoint was analyzed using a
mixed-effects model for repeated measurements
with the 11 time-matched DQTcI measurements
as the dependent variables. The two placebo
arms (Arms 2A and 2B) were pooled. Treatment
(semaglutide 1.5 mg or placebo) was included as
a fixed factor in the model and the baseline
QTcI measurements were included as covari-
ates, assuming an unstructured covariance
matrix. Furthermore, treatment and baseline
QTcI measurements were nested within the
time point. Using the model, the mean DDQTcI
was estimated for each of the 11 time points and
presented with two-sided 90% CIs. Eleven one-
sided tests of the null hypothesis that the mean
treatment difference is[ 10 ms were performed
at the 5% level. The primary objective was ful-
filled if the null hypothesis was rejected in all 11
tests or, equivalently, if the upper limits of all
11 two-sided 90% CIs were\ 10 ms.

To establish QT assay sensitivity, we ana-
lyzed eight time-matched QTcI measurements
taken during the 24 h after administration of
moxifloxacin/placebo (at baseline and week 15).
The two time points of 3 and 6 h after dosing
were considered to be confirmatory. The mean
placebo-subtracted QTcI for moxifloxacin was
estimated separately for each time point using
an analysis of variance with treatment (moxi-
floxacin/placebo), period (baseline or week 15)
and subject as fixed effects, and pre-dose QTcI as
a covariate. QT assay sensitivity was established
if the lower limit of the two-sided 95% CI was[
5 ms for at least one of the two confirmatory

time points, corresponding to a Bonferroni
correction for multiplicity. The remaining five
post-dose time points were considered to be
supportive and were analyzed in a similar way
together with 90% CIs.

The uncorrected QT as well as the QTcL,
QTcF and QTcB endpoints were analyzed using
the same model as for the primary endpoint.
The correlation between the various QT cor-
rection methods and RR was evaluated by
plotting the corrected QT values against the RR
values. The plot was used to assess the appro-
priateness of the different correction methods.

HR and PR intervals and QRS duration were
analyzed separately using the same model as for
the primary endpoint.

An exploratory analysis of the changes in
QTcI interval and the relationship of these
changes to semaglutide plasma concentrations
was made. The 11 DQTcI measurements in the
48 h after dosing at steady state of each
semaglutide dose level were placebo-corrected
by subtracting the time-matched estimated
means of DQTcI for the placebo-treated sub-
jects. The exposure–response relationship was
analyzed using a linear mixed-effects model
with the placebo-subtracted DQTcI as the
dependent variable, the log-transformed
semaglutide plasma concentration and baseline
QTcI as covariates and the subject as a random
effect.

To test for dose proportionality, the AUC and
Cmax were log-transformed and analyzed using a
linear mixed model with log-dose as a fixed
effect and subject as a random effect. The esti-
mated doubling constant (2b, where b was the
log-dose slope in the above analysis) was pre-
sented with the corresponding 95% CI. A sen-
sitivity analysis of each dose–proportionality
pharmacokinetic endpoint was performed,
which excluded seven subjects who were sus-
pected of being noncompliant with the dosing-
schedule. This analysis was conducted to
explore the robustness of the prespecified dose-
proportionality analysis.

All other pharmacokinetic endpoints and
safety endpoints were summarized
descriptively.
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Statistical analyses were performed using SAS
software, version 9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC,
USA).

Compliance with Ethics Guidelines

The trial was conducted in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki [21] and Good Clinical
Practice guidelines [22]. The trial protocol was
approved by the health authority of The Federal
Institute for Drugs and Medical Devices (Ger-
many) and the independent ethics committee
of Berlin, Germany. Prior to commencement of
any trial-related activities, participants were
informed of the risks and benefits of the trial,
and all participants provided written informed
consent.

RESULTS

Subjects and Data

Of 372 screened subjects, 168 subjects were
enrolled, and 166 were exposed to treatment: 83
received semaglutide and 83 received placebo
and the positive control. Eight subjects in each
group withdrew after randomization. In the
semaglutide group, withdrawals were due to AEs
(2 subjects), protocol violations (2) and with-
drawal of consent (2); in addition, one subject
was lost to follow-up and one withdrew due to
‘other’ reasons. In the placebo group, with-
drawals were due to AEs (4 subjects) and with-
drawal of consent (4). In total, 152 subjects
completed the trial, which was conducted
between 26 February 2014 and 23 April 2015.
Analyses were based on all 166 randomized
subjects who received at least one treatment
dose.

Subject demographics are presented in
Table 1. In summary, the subjects had a mean
age of 38.2 years and a mean BMI of 25.1 kg/m2.
Men made up approximately 60% of the trial
population.

Time-Matched QTc Treatment Differences

An evaluation of the different correction
methods was made by assessing the correlation
between the individual uncorrected and cor-
rected QT intervals and the corresponding RR
intervals. The plots are shown in Electronic
Supplementary Material (ESM) Fig. S1. As
expected, a clear positive correlation between
the uncorrected QT interval and the RR interval
was apparent (the QT interval decreased with
increasing HR). For the corrected intervals, a
negative correlation was present when using
QTcB; this negative correlation was also present
but less steep for the QTcF. For the QTcI and
QTcL intervals, no correlation was apparent.

The estimated mean baseline-adjusted pla-
cebo-subtracted QTcI (DDQTcI) profiles in the
48 h after dosing at steady state of each
semaglutide dose (0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 mg) are pre-
sented with 90% CIs in Fig. 2. It was confirmed
that there was no unacceptable prolongation of
QTcI with semaglutide 1.5 mg; the upper limits
of the 11 two-sided 90% CIs were all \ 10 ms
(Table 2, Fig. 2). The maximum upper limit of
the two-sided 90% CI for the time-matched
DDQTcI was 0.3 ms. Similarly, for semaglutide
at the 0.5 and 1.0 mg dose levels, the upper
limits of all 11 two-sided 90% CIs for the mean
DDQTcI were \ 10 ms (Fig. 2), indicating no
QTcI prolongation.

The observed mean changes from baseline in
QTcI were shorter with semaglutide than with
placebo. The estimated mean DDQTcI ranged
from - 9.6 (90% CI - 13.0; - 6.2) ms to - 4.5
(- 8.0; - 1.0) ms with semaglutide 0.5 mg, from
- 9.0 (- 12.6; - 5.4) ms to - 2.3 (- 6.0; 1.3) ms
with semaglutide 1.0 mg and from - 6.6
(- 10.1; - 3.0) ms to - 3.2 (- 6.6; 0.3) ms with
semaglutide 1.5 mg.

No prolongation was observed for the
uncorrected QT interval, QTcL or QTcF with
doses of semaglutide of 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 mg at
steady state. Data for the highest 1.5 mg
semaglutide dose are shown in ESM
Tables S1–S3. For QTcB, the upper limits of the
90% CIs were[10 ms for at least one time
point at all dose levels (ESM Table S4).
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Table 1 Baseline and demographic characteristics

Baseline and demographic characteristics Semaglutide (N = 83) Placebo (N = 83) Total (N = 166)

Age (years) 37.7 (19–55) 38.6 (21–55) 38.2 (19–55)

Body weight (kg) 77.9 (58.9–107.2) 76.6 (59.5–99.0) 77.3 (58.9–107.2)

BMI (kg/m2) 24.9 (20.5–30.0) 25.2 (20.1–29.9) 25.1 (20.1–30.0)

Females, N (%) 30 (36.1) 37 (44.6) 67 (40.4)

Males, N (%) 53 (63.9) 46 (55.4) 99 (59.6)

Race, N (%)

White 78 (94.0) 82 (98.8) 160 (96.4)

Othera 5 (6.0) 1 (1.2) 6 (3.6)

Data are presented as the mean with the range in parenthesis unless otherwise stated
BMI body mass index, N number of subjects
a Other includes both ‘other’ and ‘American Indian or Alaska Native’ racial groups

Fig. 2 Time-matched mean placebo-subtracted DQTcI
(DDQTcI) for each semaglutide dose (0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 mg)
over the 48-h post-dose period. Data are mean baseline-
adjusted and placebo-subtracted QTcI with error bars
representing the corresponding two-sided 90% confidence

intervals. The dotted line corresponds to the DDQTcI
interval threshold of regulatory concern (\ 10 ms). QTcl
QT interval corrected individually for heart rate, DQTcI
time-matched change from baseline in the QTcI
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QT Assay Sensitivity

Moxifloxacin prolonged the mean QTcI interval
at the 3- and 6-h confirmatory endpoints by
12.3 and 8.9 ms, respectively, compared to pla-
cebo (Table 3), declining towards baseline levels
after 24 h. This was in concordance with the
observed changes in other thorough QT trials
[16]. Thus, QT assay sensitivity was achieved as
the lower limits of the 95% CIs for the mean
placebo-subtracted QTcI were[ 5 ms at both
time points, 3 and 6 h after dosing.

Pharmacokinetics

The pharmacokinetic endpoints for each
semaglutide dose level at steady state are pre-
sented in ESM Table S5. Dose-dependent
increases were observed for AUC0-168h,
AUC0-48h, Cmax and Ctrough. The median tmax

was 26 h for semaglutide 0.25 mg and 27 h for
semaglutide doses 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 mg.

The increase in AUC0-48h and Cmax with
increasing dose was consistent with dose

proportionality (ESM Table S6). For AUC0-168h,
a statistically significant deviation from dose
proportionality was observed (P = 0.047). How-
ever, with an estimated doubling constant of
2.02 and a very narrow 95% CI (2.00; 2.04), this
deviation was not considered to be clinically
relevant. The sensitivity analysis showed that
the increase in each of the three dose propor-
tionality endpoints was consistent with dose
proportionality (P = 0.073) (ESM Table S6).

Exposure–Response Relationship

There was no indication of a dependency of the
placebo-subtracted DQTcI interval on semaglu-
tide concentration (Fig. 3). Statistical analysis
showed an estimated slope close to zero
(0.43 ms/log[nmol/L]) (95% CI -0.03; 0.89;
P = 0.065).

Other ECG Assessments

Semaglutide treatment was associated with an
increase in HR at all dose levels compared to

Table 2 Time-matched QTcI differences between baseline-subtracted semaglutide 1.5 mg and placebo during the 48 h after
dosing

Time point after
dosing (h)

Estimated treatment difference semaglutide vs. placebo (ms)
(N = 76 each group)

90% Confidence
interval

P valuea

0 – 3.2 – 6.6; 0.3 \ 0.0001

12 – 3.4 – 7.0; 0.3 \ 0.0001

18 – 5.1 – 8.8; – 1.4 \ 0.0001

24 – 4.8 – 8.3; – 1.3 \ 0.0001

25 – 4.3 – 7.8; – 0.8 \ 0.0001

26 – 5.8 – 9.2; – 2.5 \ 0.0001

27 – 5.3 – 8.7; – 1.8 \ 0.0001

30 – 3.9 – 7.1; – 0.6 \ 0.0001

36 – 5.9 – 9.5; – 2.3 \ 0.0001

42 – 6.6 – 10.1; – 3.0 \ 0.0001

48 – 5.1 – 8.3; – 2.0 \ 0.0001

N number of subjects contributing to the analysis, QTcI QT interval corrected individually for heart rate
a P values are for a one-sided test of a mean difference of[ 10 ms
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placebo (ESM Fig. S2). There appeared to be a
dose-dependent ordering of the estimated mean
baseline-adjusted treatment differences in HR,
ranging between 5.3 and 8.5 bpm across the 11

time points for the 0.5 mg dose, between 6.7
and 9.7 bpm for the 1.0 mg dose, and between
7.7 and 11.1 bpm for the 1.5 mg dose.

Table 3 Maximum time-matched differences between baseline-subtracted moxifloxacin and placebo QTc after a single
400 mg dose of moxifloxacin

Time point after
dosing (h)

Estimated treatment difference
moxifloxacin (ms)
(N = 76) vs. placebo (N = 76)

95% Confidence
interval

90% Confidence
interval

P valuea

1 10.0 8.7–11.3 \ 0.0001

2 12.3 11.2–13.3 \ 0.0001

3b 12.3 11.0–13.6 \ 0.0001

6b 8.9 7.12–10.61 \ 0.0001

12 8.7 7.0–10.5 0.0004

18 6.4 4.8–8.1 0.0786

24 4.6 3.2–6.1 0.6635

N number of subjects contributing to the analysis
a P values are for a one-sided test of a mean difference of\ 5 ms
b Confirmatory endpoints

Fig. 3 Placebo-corrected DQTcI interval versus semaglutide plasma concentration assessed at steady state at each dose. The
QTcI intervals are individually placebo-corrected by subtracting the estimated placebo mean at each time point
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A small prolongation of the PR interval was
observed at all dose levels of semaglutide com-
pared to placebo, with an estimated mean DDPR
ranging from 6.1 to 10.7 ms with semaglutide
0.5 mg, from 3.5 to 9.2 ms with semaglutide
1.0 mg and from 4.6 to 10.0 ms with semaglu-
tide 1.5 mg. No indication of a dose- or time-
dependency was observed.

No significant change in QRS duration was
observed with semaglutide treatment. The esti-
mated mean DDQRS ranged from - 1.2 to
- 0.5 ms with semaglutide 0.5 mg, from - 1.5
to - 0.9 ms with semaglutide 1.0 mg and from
- 1.9 to - 1.1 ms with semaglutide 1.5 mg.

A few T wave abnormalities were observed
for three female subjects treated with semaglu-
tide doses 0.5 or 1.0 mg; all were evaluated to be
of no clinical relevance. No subjects in the pla-
cebo group had T wave abnormalities, and no U
wave abnormalities were observed in either
group.

Only a few QTcI outliers (i.e. QTcI intervals
of[ 450,[ 480 or[ 500 ms, or increases from
baseline of[30 or[60 ms) were observed, and
these were more frequent in the placebo group
than in the semaglutide group (10 vs. 3 events
across doses and outlier types). Results for the
other correction methods are presented in the
ESM Appendix.

At baseline, a similar number of subjects in
the semaglutide and the placebo groups (20 vs.
21) had a HR of\ 50 bpm. As expected, due to
the HR-increasing effect of semaglutide, few
subjects had a HR of\ 50 bpm after treatment
with all semaglutide doses (8 subjects across
doses vs. 63 subjects with placebo). Two subjects
treated with semaglutide 1.5 mg each showed a
HR of[ 100 bpm at one of the 11 time points
during the 48-h ECG recording. No subjects
with a HR of[ 100 bpm were observed in the
placebo group or in the other semaglutide dose
groups.

With regard to the PR interval, more subjects
in the semaglutide group than in the placebo
group had PR interval values of[ 220 ms after
baseline (29 events vs. 12 events across doses).
With semaglutide, five events of increased PR
interval of[25% above baseline were observed
in the 1.0 and 1.5 mg treatment groups (none in
the 0.5 mg group), whereas no subjects treated

with placebo had any such increases. There
were no observations of a second-degree atri-
oventricular block or higher-grade atrioventric-
ular blocks for any subject for all ECGs
evaluated by the cardiologist.

ECGs with a longer QRS duration of[110 ms
were observed more frequently for subjects trea-
ted with placebo (169 events after baseline) than
for those treated with semaglutide (40 events) at
all dose levels. No changes in QRS complex
duration of[ 25% above baseline were observed
for any of the treatment arms.

Safety and Tolerability

In this population of healthy subjects, no
unexpected safety findings related to treatment
with subcutaneous semaglutide up to a 1.5 mg
dose were identified. All but one reported AEs
were of mild or moderate severity (ESM
Table S7); one severe event of ear pain was
reported by a subject in the placebo group.
Gastrointestinal disorders, predominantly nau-
sea, vomiting and diarrhea, were more frequent
in the semaglutide group (56.6% of subjects)
than in the placebo group (33.7%). Metabolism
and nutrition disorders and predominantly
decreased appetite were also more frequent in
those receiving semaglutide (51.8% of subjects)
than in subjects in the placebo group (12.0%).
One serious AE (clavicle fracture) was reported
by one subject treated with semaglutide (onset
was 23 days after the last 1.5 mg dose); there
were no serious AEs in the placebo group. Two
subjects treated with semaglutide (2.4%) and
four subjects treated with placebo (4.8%) with-
drew from the trial due to non-serious AEs. In
the semaglutide group, these events comprised
decreased appetite, abdominal discomfort,
nausea, fatigue, redness at ECG electrode sites
and eczema, and in the placebo group, the
events were urinary tract infection, headache,
limb pain, ankle sprain, nausea, amenorrhea
and dizziness; all subjects recovered.

No severe hypoglycemic episodes were
reported. One blood glucose-confirmed symp-
tomatic hypoglycemic episode (blood glu-
cose\3.1 mmol/L [56 mg/dL]) was reported in
the semaglutide group. Symptomatic episodes
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(blood glucose\ 3.9 mmol/L [70 mg/dL])
according to the American Diabetes Association
definition [23] were reported by 10.8% of sub-
jects in the semaglutide group compared with
2.4% of those in the placebo group. The
observed mean (± SD) levels of fasting plasma
glucose decreased with semaglutide (- 0.33 ±

0.39 mmol/L [- 6.0 ± 7.0 mg/dL]), whereas
levels appeared to be relatively unchanged with
placebo (- 0.07 ± 0.42 mmol/L [- 1.2 ± 7.5
mg/dL]).

In terms of vital signs, observed mean SBP
and DBP were almost unchanged during the
16-week treatment period for both treatment
groups, with mean (± SD) SBP changes from
baseline to last dose of - 2 ± 11 mmHg
(semaglutide) versus 4 ± 11 (placebo) and dias-
tolic BP changes of 5 ± 8 mmHg (semaglutide)
versus 6 ± 7 mmHg (placebo). In concordance
with the ECG results, the HR increased from
baseline to last dose for subjects treated with
semaglutide (mean ± SD change of 10 ± 9 bpm)
but showed almost no change for subjects
treated with placebo [2 ± 9 bpm).

A decrease in body weight was observed for
subjects treated with semaglutide, with a mean
(± SD) change from baseline of - 7.6 ± 3.4 kg
compared with 0.0 ± 2.4 kg for the placebo
group.

No safety findings were identified based on
clinical laboratory parameters or physical
examination, and no subjects developed anti-
semaglutide antibodies.

DISCUSSION

The aim of this single-center clinical pharma-
cology trial in healthy individuals was to
investigate possible effects of the glucose-low-
ering drug semaglutide on the ECG and other
safety parameters in a thorough QT study set-
ting. Therapeutic and supratherapeutic doses of
0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 mg at steady state were evalu-
ated in a parallel, placebo- and actively-con-
trolled trial for their ability to prolong cardiac
repolarization duration, as assessed by HR-cor-
rected QT intervals. Healthy males and females
were both included in the evaluation of effect,
safety and tolerability. The parallel design was

chosen as dose escalation every 4 weeks to the
supratherapeutic dose was necessary to limit
gastrointestinal tolerability issues. The parallel
design included three arms, of which two con-
sisted of a nested placebo and positive control
(moxifloxacin) crossover treatment.

As GLP-1RAs are known to be associated with
increased HR [19] and based on previous expe-
rience [11, 12], we chose the mean change in
individually corrected QT interval (QTcI) as the
primary endpoint. Other correction formulae
(QTcB, QTcF and QTcL) were also applied in this
trial. The QTcI method proved to be least biased
by the HR changes and, thus, the choice of QTcI
as the primary correction method in the present
trial was appropriate [8, 9].

Clinically relevant drug-induced delays in
cardiac repolarization can lead to cardiac
arrhythmias, notably Torsade de Pointes and
ventricular fibrillation, which could be fatal [5].
The current trial did not show a prolongation of
the mean DDQTcI interval at any of the time
points studied, thus meeting the criteria for a
negative QT study [8, 9]. All upper limits of the
two-sided 90% CIs of the placebo-subtracted
mean QTcI changes from baseline before, dur-
ing and after maximum semaglutide plasma
concentration were below or only slightly above
zero, and were thus below the threshold of
regulatory concern (10 ms) [8, 9]. Moxifloxacin
was used as a positive control and, as expected,
elicited statistically significant increases in the
QTcI interval. Thus, assay sensitivity was
established [24].

A separate exposure–response analysis did
not reveal a dependency of the placebo-sub-
tracted DQTcI interval on semaglutide concen-
tration when all doses of semaglutide up to the
1.5 mg supratherapeutic dose were pooled.

In addition to applying the individual QT
correction method, the analysis was also per-
formed on the other selected HR correction
methods. Similar to the results obtained for the
QTcI, no prolongation using QTcL and QTcF
was observed at any of the time points or
semaglutide dose levels. The prolongation
observed for at least one time point at all dose
levels with the QTcB correction method can be
explained by the effect of semaglutide on
increasing the HR, as the QTcB correction
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method is known to overestimate when the HR
is increased [7–9].

The lack of an effect of semaglutide on car-
diac repolarization is consistent with results for
other GLP-1RAs. The receptor agonist dulaglu-
tide administered once weekly is not associated
with QTc prolongation [10]. Similarly, neither
albiglutide administered once weekly nor
liraglutide administered once daily have been
observed to prolong the QTcI interval, or indeed
the QTc interval using other correction meth-
ods, in healthy subjects [11, 12]. While a single
dose of exenatide was associated with a positive
correlation between exposure and QTc interval
in one study [25], another study with
supratherapeutic concentrations of exenatide
administered intravenously demonstrated no
prolongation of a population-based correction
interval (QTcP) or of QTcI in healthy subjects
[26]. In the current trial, semaglutide plasma
concentration increased in a manner that was
consistent with dose proportionality. The lack
of a prolongation of the QTcI interval with
increasing semaglutide plasma concentration as
assessed by the exposure–response analysis was
likewise observed with liraglutide and exenatide
[12, 26].

The median tmax was similar for semaglutide
doses between 0.5 and 1.5 mg at 27 h post-
dosing in these healthy subjects, and was over-
all comparable with results from other trials
investigating the 1.0 mg dose of semaglutide in
subjects with type 2 diabetes or obesity, with
observed tmax values of 1–3 days [1, 27, 28]. In
the current trial, samples for pharmacokinetic
assessment were taken regularly between 0 and
48 h, but only once afterwards, at 168 h, which
could have affected the results. Nevertheless,
the results of this and other trials suggest that
semaglutide is suitable for once-weekly admin-
istration [1, 27].

In this short-term trial in healthy subjects,
there appeared to be a dose-dependent increase
in HR with semaglutide as compared with pla-
cebo, with maximum treatment differences at
each dose level ranging from 8.5 bpm with
semaglutide 0.5 mg to 11.1 bpm with the
1.5 mg dose across the 11 time points. HR dif-
ferences were lower in phase 3 trials, with mean
increases of up to 3 bpm with semaglutide

versus placebo [29, 30]. While GLP-1RAs are
known to increase the HR in both healthy sub-
jects and those with type 2 diabetes, the
mechanism underlying the increased HR asso-
ciated with GLP-1RAs is not known [31]. GLP-1
receptors can be found on the sinoatrial node
[32], and GLP-1RAs may increase the HR not
only through persistent, relative sympathetic
enhancements but also by direct sinoatrial node
stimulation [33]. The increased HR with
semaglutide does not appear to present an
increased cardiovascular risk. In a pre-registra-
tion cardiovascular-outcomes trial in individu-
als with type 2 diabetes, subjects treated with
semaglutide had a lower rate of cardiovascular
death, nonfatal myocardial infarction or non-
fatal stroke than those treated with placebo
(hazard ratio 0.74, 95% CI 0.58; 0.95) [30].

Other ECG assessments evaluated in this trial
included PR interval, QRS duration and general
assessment of ECG findings by a board-certified
cardiologist. Semaglutide treatment was associ-
ated with a small prolongation of the PR inter-
val versus placebo (range 3.5–10.0 ms across
doses) which, however, was neither dose nor
time dependent. There were also no observa-
tions of second-degree or higher-grade atri-
oventricular block, both of which may be
associated with a lengthened PR interval. A PR
interval prolongation has also been observed
with other GLP-1RAs, such as liraglutide,
dulaglutide and albiglutide [10, 11, 34], but not
with exenatide [26]. The QRS duration was
unaffected by semaglutide, which is in accor-
dance with the results of other trials on GLP-
1RAs [11, 26].

In general, semaglutide was well tolerated,
and no new safety or tolerability issues were
observed in comparison with previous trials of
semaglutide [29, 35, 36], or other GLP-1RAs
[34, 37–39]. Most side effects were due to gas-
trointestinal disorders, predominantly nausea,
vomiting and diarrhea, or decreased appetite.

A limitation of the trial is the long half-life of
semaglutide, making a crossover design unfea-
sible. The time span from baseline assessment to
the QT evaluation during treatment may
adversely affect the assay stability, but in the
current trial, this was mitigated by use of a
positive control at the start and end of
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semaglutide treatment, which exhibited no sign
of assay drift over time. Also, the maximum
semaglutide dose tested was not a ‘substantial
multiple of the expected therapeutic dose,’ but
exposures in the current trial were well above
those associated with the therapeutic doses used
in phase 3 trials [27]. Both males and females
were enrolled in the trial according to the
guidelines, as women appear to be more sus-
ceptible to medication-induced QTc prolonga-
tion and have a longer baseline QT interval after
puberty [7, 18]. However, no sex-specific sub-
analyses were performed as such studies are not
required unless a positive signal for QTc pro-
longation is demonstrated.

CONCLUSIONS

Semaglutide treatment did not prolong the
cardiac repolarization duration in healthy sub-
jects at therapeutic and supratherapeutic doses
of up to 1.5 mg once weekly. Based on the trial
results, no concern was raised with regard to
ventricular arrhythmias. The results on cardiac
repolarization were supported by an expo-
sure–response analysis that indicated no
dependency of the placebo-subtracted DQTcI
interval on the semaglutide concentration. The
assay sensitivity was confirmed as the positive
control, moxifloxacin, showed the expected
QTc prolongation. The impact of semaglutide
on other ECG parameters was in accordance
with observations in other GLP-1RAs. Semaglu-
tide was generally well tolerated and exhibited a
safety profile consistent with the GLP-1RA drug
class.
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